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Hello again! Once again I must apologise for the
long wait since the last edition. Restrictons on
driving following surgery meant that I missed out
on quite a number of Association activities. I am
glad to report that I am now fit again and off he
chain, so to speak. Hoiwever, I shall not be able to
report as fully as usual on recent activities.
Summer is with us again, and the recent very hot
weather has kept us out of our workshops, and
has reduced the number attending meetings
Thankfully, we still had plenty to display and sell at
various shows, some of which did very well. A last
minute vacancy at the Cow Byre meant that we
had an unexpected extra show there, but as it
came only a week or so after the show in the
Great Barn, interest and takings were rather low.
Still, such opportunities should never be turned
down. Perhaps the most rewarding of our recent
engagements was our contribution to Daventry
Wood Works, which is a super event laid on by
Tudor Rose Woodturners. This is a show with a
difference, where other clubs are invited to put on
displays, and take part in competitons MWA
made a good showing, and I hope to be able to
bring you a report on it in a future newsletter.

Alan.

For your Diary
August 13th Workshop evening
August 21st to 28th Exhibition in Uxbridge Library
September 10th Jennie Starbuck
October 8th Shaun Clifford

Shows and Exhibitions Report
Mapledurham 2-3-4 May

We were fortunate to be able to attend this relatively new venue once again this year. This year, it
is reported that interest in our stand was much more than last year, and sales were good. We hope
to be invited to attend again next year, and that your scribe with his faithful camera will also be able
to put in an appearance. One small gripe from the committee was that only a few exhibitors were
prepared to take a turn at stewarding the show. This put a disproportionate burden on the usual
stalwarts wo do so much to make this and other shows a success.The saeme could bae said in
respect of many of our other shows!

MWA All Day Seminar 17th May
Andy Coates, Chairman of AWGB was in charge of the day . He is an expert demonstrator, who
showed everything he did clearly, and dealt with a continual flow of questions throughout the day.
Unfortunately, your scribe was not present, having been banned from driving by his surgeon, and
so could not produce his usual report and pictures Fortunately, our webmaster, Peter Phelps was
there, and has placed some pictures on the Association web site. Visit www.middxturners. com
to see them and also a full colour version of the newsletter in due course. It is reported that it was
an excellent day in every respect. We wonder why more members do not take advantage of this
modestly priced event, which offers an excellent demonstrator, good food, good company and all
at a good and easily accessible venue.

Great Barn, Ruislip 22 - 29 May

MWA put on its usual excellent display of work. This year, we were allowed to set up our small
lathe and demonstrate our craft. This was an undoubted success, and helped to attract and keep
people at our stand, with much improved interest in the exhibits, and increased sales. The overall
organisation of the event was in the hands of Graham Pellow of the Visual Arts Committee, who
had made a very good job of it. Some photos are in the Gallery feature of this Newsletter.

Eastcote House Fun Day 6th June

This is a relatively small event, the proceeds of which are devoted to various charities. Ben Dick
ran the club lathe throughout the day. Sales accumulated a modest sum towards the charities, but
more importantly, our stand gave MWA useful local publicity.This is a relatively small event, the
proceeds of which are devoted to various charities. Ben Dick ran the club lathe throughout the day.
Sales accumulated a modest sum towards the charities, but more importantly, our stand gave MWA
useful local publicity.

Cow Byre, Ruislip 7th - 13th June
A booking for the above dates had been cancelled, and MWA was a offered the week. We decided
to take it, even though it was soon after our successful event in the Great barn. We put on our
usual excellent display, and had a small lathe set up for demonstrating. As it was so soon after the
Great Barn show, unsurprisingly, foot fall was down, and sales correspondingly less than usual,
though still worth the effort which had been put in. Some photographs appear in the Gallery
Section of this Newsletter. Our thanks go to the usual stalwarts who set it all up, and made the
show a success.

New Uxbridge Library Show. 21 - 28 August
Long term members will remember that in the past MWA exhibited regularly in Uxbridge Library .
It is not an easy venue to set up, and past exhibition arrangements were not ideal, and so for a long
time we have not used the venue. However, the exhibition space has been revamped as part of the
overhaul and modernising of the Library, and we have been encouraged to try it once again.
Organising the setting up and breaking down of the exhibition will call for some careful logistics
because of the restricted access for vehicles. members who wish to support this show will be
contacted with detailed arrangements in due course. We very much hope that the revamped venue
will be one we wish to use regularly.
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Recent Club Meetings
April Workshop Evening
This evening was a good mixed bag. Pyrography is a useful adjunct to decoration
when applied with restraint. Members appreciated the chance to have a go without
committing themselves to the purchase of expensive kit. A good number of people had
a go and seemed pleased with their efforts. Thanks are due to those who loaned their
pyrography tools for the evening. The Tormek sharpening jig attached to a bench
grinder demonstration went down well too. Having a lathe nearby allowed members to
experience before and after sharpening cuts with their tools. It must have been an eye
opener for some!. It cannot be said too often that good turning experiences begin with
properly sharpened tools

May Meeting with Richard Findley.
Richard is one of our professional turners. His demonstrations are polished and highly
informative, and this one was no exception. His subject was making a table lamp. He
showed different ways of achieving shapes, and also dealt with making the electrics
part of the project safe and legal. is demonstration was highly informative, and Richard
responded to a stream of questions as he worked. A highly enjoyable evening!

June Workshop Evening.
We are often asked how to make eggs, so we decided to make eggs and egg cups
the main subject for the evening. For those who needed something more substantial,
we used one lathe to be used to demonstrate the correct way to begin a bowl by
shaping the outside. The intention ws to deal with turning out the interior on another
occasion. A good supply of blanks was available for all three projects, and many were
used, with varying results!

Proposals for the August Workshop Evening
As project for workshop evenings are often never completely finished,it was thought
that for a change, members might like to see a complete project from beginning to end.
We plan to lay on two different projects, one being spindle turning based, and the other
faceplate(or equivalent) turning. Each will be started from scratch, and fully completed
by expert members of the club

A note from the Editor
I apologise again for the brevity of rhe above reports, and the reports on the previous
page, many of which have relied upon scant second hand comments by others,and
also for the lack of the usual photographs, As I am back to normal now, I hope to do
better in the next Newsletter!

A Suggestion
A Newsletter ought to contain submissions from its readers. Space can be made
available for advertisments for items for sale and wanted, and also short articles,
or comment, say up to about 400 words, with or without pictures, on any wood
turning related subjects. Articles should be submitted in .doc format, and pictures
as .jpeg format. See editor’s e-mail address on the front page
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Gallery

Tormek grinding jig in use
on a bowl gouge

Andy Coates at the MWA
Seminar May 17th 2015

At the Great Barn in May 2015
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